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In this paper the authors study maps of m-pims (empires). It is shown that Heawood's m-pire 
formula holds, for all values of m, for maps on the projective plane using the theory of current 
graphs. 
In this paper we consider a generalization of Heawood's map color theorem. In 
1890, P.J. Heawood [2] showed that for a surface with Euler characteristic E the 
map coloring number is at most [½(7 + 449-24E)] ,  except E = 2, the case of the 
four color theorem. Finally in 1968, mainly through the work of Ringel and 
Youngs [3], it was shown that indeed this expression gave the exact map coloring 
number e:~cept for the Klein bottle. 
This v ~:~ known version of the Heawoo<l map color theorem holds for maps 
with count,~:e~.. *y convention we will take a country to mean only a connected 
region. As in [1] wc call a anion of m disjoint countries an empire, or if we wish to 
specify m, an m-pire. '¢,:'.: onty consider maps where each country belongs to exactly 
one empire. On a map ~ very component of an empire is colored the same color 
and as usual no two adjacent empires can have the same color. Heawood also had 
something to say about map~, ,~f empires. He showed that for a surface with Euler 
characteristic E, if each erupt,- has at most M components, then at most, 
[½(6M+ 1 + ~ . 74E)J 
colors are needed to color any ma~- (cxcew. ,E = 2, M = 1). Another proof for this 
is given in Ringel's first book [4, p. "6]. 
On the plane (E = 2) it is known ,hat the above number of colors is necessary in
some maps for M = 2, 3, and 4. F,~r M = 2 Heawood himself exhibited a planar 
map of 12 mutually adjacent 2-pire~. Heawood's map was somewhat irregular, 
however Scott Kim replaced it by a more symmetrical one (see Gardner [1]). For 
M = 3 and M = 4 H. Taylor [1] constructed maps of 18 mutually adjacem "~-pires 
and 24 mutually adjacent 4-pires on the plane. For M~>5 the question is 
unsolved. 
For maps where each empire has at most M components on the projective 
plane Heawood's formula shows that 6M is an upper bound for the map coloring 
number. We will exhibit maps of 6M empires with at most M componems on the 
projective plane where each empire is adjacent o every other. Thus 6Mr colors 
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will be necessary to color these maps and Heawood's formula will be proved for 
the projective plane. For M -- 2 and M = 3 the maps are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
As was the case in proving the original map color theorem we will use ihe 
method of current graphs to exhibit our maps. We assume the reader is familiar 
with the theory of current graphs as presented in Ringel's book, especially 
cascades [3. Ch. 8]. The current graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 will be used to show that 
Hcawood's formula holds on the projective plane when the number of compo- 
nents is no more than M = 2n. 
The cu~xent graphs shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are cascades because they each have 
-cue 'broken edge' in addition to their regular edges. Each edge carries an elemenl. 
of a group F, which in this case is the group 7/1;,,_ 1. These current gra,,as satisfy 
the following r, roperties. 
(1) Each vert,zx has valence 3 or I. 
(2) Each of the elements 1, 2 . . . . .  6n -  1 is the current of e.:.a, tl3' one edge. 
• 14~..~ l~d ' t  0 
• ° l~3"~y~,  \ '4" 
FI~, ?. 
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(3) At each vertex of valence 3 the sum of the inward flowing currents is equal 
to the sum of the outward flowing currents. 
(4) The vertex of valency one is labelled x and the inward flowing :urrent is a 
generator of 7/12n_ I. 
(5) The chosen rotations induce 2n circuits as shown in Fig. 5. 
We label the circuits 1, 2 . . . . .  2n. The circuit labelled 2n uses the broken edge 
twice. Each time you pass the midpoint of a broken edge ha a cascade you 
'change' behavior as in [3, p. 1.38]. However unlike the situation in Ringel's book 
[3] we have more than one circuit. 
We will now construct a map with 12n-1  '2n,-pires' and one connected 
country x. The 12n-  1 '2n-pires' will be identified by the elements o( 2~,2,- ,. The 
2n countries of a same empire will be identified by the successive intcgers 
1, 2 . . . . .  2n which have already been used for identifying the 2n circ~aits of Fig. 5. 
A country will be denoted ik with i~7/,2,,_, and k ~{1, 2 . . . . .  2n}. Thus the ith 
'2n-pire'  will consist of the regions i~, i2 . . . . .  i2,. 
Now we derive a combinatorial scheme in the following way r,tsi~g the circuits 
of the current graph. The log of the first circuit is 1, 3n, 5n. l;~w tl, will be 
0,. 12, 3n2., 5n2.. 
, /  . . . . . .  ,,. . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~- .~  
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The subscript of 0 is 1 because we are in the first circuit. The subscript of 1 is 2 
because the edge with current 1 occurs also in ci~'cuit 2 and the subscripts of 3n 
and 5n are 2n because the edges with currents 3~i and 5n also occur in circuit 2n. 
In this same fashion row 0z will be 
02. (3n -  1)2., (-1)1. (5n - 1)2., (-2)a. 
The other Ok rows are similarly constructed. Row 02.-t  will contain x and is as 
follows 
02.-i. (4n - 1)2., (2n - 2)2n_ 2, (6n - 1)2,~. 4n2.-1,  x. (--4n)2.-1, (2n -- 1)2.. 
The dotted line in circuit 2n represents the part where the circuit is in 'wrong' 
behavior. Thus row 02), will read as follows 
02.. (-3n)1, ( -3n  + 1)2 . . . . .  ( -4n  + 1)2.-1, (-2n)2.,  
(-5n)1 . . . . .  ( -2n  + 1)2.-1, 2n2.. 
For i ~ 0 the rows ik will be constructed from the rows Ok by adding i to the 
elements of Z~2.-~ in row Ok and leaving everything else unchanged For instance 
11. 22, (3n + 1)2., (5n + 1~2. 
12n-I- 4n2n, (2n - 1)2,,-2, 5r,.2., (4n + 1)2.- i ,  x, ( -4n+ 1)2n-I 
Row x will be 
X. 02n-I, 4n2n-|, 8"2n-l, ~2n-! . . . . .  (81l-- 1)2n_ 1. 
The )~cheme is now described and we proceed 1o show that Rule zl bo~ds for this 
scheme,. We must show that rule A holds for any row a and an~ two b and c 
which are adjacent in row a. If none of a, b, or c is r, then let a -- i~, b --jo, and 
c = k.,. Thus we have 
i~ . . . . .  h ,k~ . . . . .  
Also by additivity we have 
0 . . . . . .  ( i  - i )a ,  (k  - i )~  . . . . .  
Therefore the local picture of the current graph is as shown in Fig. 6 where h is 
the currc;nt of the t~ird et~ge and therefore h + i - ]  = i -  k. So we have the 
following if the left h;df of Fig. 6 applies 
0b . . . . .  (-h)v, ( i-- j)  . . . . .  ; 0 v . . . . .  ( i - k ) , , ,h  a . . . .  
i~ . . . . .  k~, i~ . . . .  ; k~ . . . . .  i~, j~ . . . . .  
If the right half of F~g, 6 appqes, then everything follows as before except that 
row k,y would read 
k~ . . . . .  h , i ,  . . . . . .  
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So Rule A holds in both cases. Rule A also holds if one of a, b, or c is x by the 
usual argument. 
In the usual way this scheme defines a map with (12n - 1)2n + l countries on a 
surface which may or may not be connected. But we can easily show that the 
surface is connected. A glance at Fig. 5 shows that country x will be adjacent o 
country i2,-~, for all i. Also every country J2~ is adjacent o a country i2,~ i, for 
some i. But every other country is adjacent o a co'.:ntry 12,, for some i, so the 
map is on a connected surface. By rule A every vertex of the map has valence 
three. In addition because of property 2 of our current graphs every empire is 
adjacent o every other. Also every empire is adjacent o the country x. 
Next we compute the Euler characteristic of the surface. The total number of 
countries is t~2 = (12n - 1)2n + 1. Since each of the 12n empires (including x) are 
mutually adjacent here will be a~ = 12n(12n - 1)/2 edges. The number of vertices 
is %=g3oq because each vertex is tdvalent. Therefore the Euler characteristic 
E = ao-at+a2 = 1 and thus we have shown that this surface is the projective 
plane. Since we have just constructed a map with 12n mutually adjacent empires 
on the projective plane, each with no more than M=2n components, then 
Heawood's foanula holds for the projective plane when M is even. The map for 
M=2, F=Zt~ is shown in Fig. 1. We call these maps, 'sunflower maps'. 
Next we let M= 2n + 1 and let F=Tlt2,+s. The current graphs in Fig. 7 also 
satisfy the appropriately modified properties (1)-(5). Once again the empire x will 
have one component and each of the other 12n+5 empires will have 2a+i  
components since these new current graphs have 2n + 1 circuits. The map wit! 
again be on a connected surface with Euler characterigtic equal to one so we again 
have a map on the projective plane. The map for M= 3, F=7]t7 is pictured in Fig. 
2. Following the notations which have been defiaed, the countries of the crown 
adjacent o x are identified by it and the countries of the second crown are 
identified by i2, etc. 
5n+l 6n+l 4n+2 6n+2 
Fig. 7. 
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These maps have 12n +6 mutually adjacent empires o 12n +6 colors are needed 
to color these maps. Therefore Heawood's formula is shown to hold for the 
projective plane when M is odd also. 
Examples of empire maps on the sphere are given in M. Gardner's article [1]. 
Also Herbert Taylor [5] has claimed to show that Heawood's formula always 
holds on the torus. The authors have been able to show using current graphs that 
Heawood's formula nearly always holds when the number of empires is 12n + 1, 
12n + 4, or 12n + 7. Among other things we show that Heawood's formula always 
holds on the torus and Klein bottle. We hope to include these results in another 
paper. 
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